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Project Green AV Celebrates Its 1 Year Anniversary
Bohemia, NY — June 12, 2009
Project Green AV (PGAV) launched June 12, 2008 with a mission to raise awareness and encourage Green
AV. The objective continues to be to educate AV users and industry colleges about Green technology and
environmental responsibility through an AV industry forum. PGAV is proud of its accomplishments thus
far and the initiative taken to introduce and expand upon a variety of Green options and opportunities
available to AV users. In light of its efforts Project Green AV celebrates its 1 Year Anniversary.
PGAV has been able to fulfill an admirable mission, obtaining a significant number Green followers and
contributors across the AV industry. Since its inception Project Green AV has grown steadily. PGAV has
been fortunate enough to gain the support of several key players in the AV and communications industry.
In particular Projector Lamp Services (PLS), a Green manufacturer and recycling center for projector
lamps, is responsible for introducing the environmentally responsible web source. PLS endorses PGAV in
all its efforts and most recently sponsored PGAV’s first Webinar, “Green Building: Challenges &
Opportunities for AV.” The webinar presented opportunities for the growth of the audio visual industry
with emerging Green businesses and government regulations. The webinar proved to be a great success
and further demonstrated the commitment to environmental responsibility shared by our society. PGAV
will continue to support the efforts of the AV industry and Green trendsetters. In 2009 PGAV will expand
upon the Green community and aims to persuade new and continued participation in its efforts and
activities.
PGAV will continue to promote more Green opportunities that offer solutions for the current and future
success of the AV industry. Turning Green ideas into Great ideas that will make a difference in our world
will remain a fundamental purpose of Project Green AV.
Project Green AV is the comprehensive industry resource for Green information & ideas for the Audio
Visual industry.

Project Green AV is committed to bringing together AV industry colleagues and

consumers to learn about, discuss and teach environmentally responsible and cost-effective solutions for
AV purchases, installation, new technology and projects. For more information about Project Green AV,
contact Gina Sansivero: gms@projectgreenav.com or 516-901-8542.

